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1、Foreword
The global new round of scientific and technological revolution and industrial transformation is
continuing to deepen, the industrial structure is facing an accelerated reshaping situation, and
innovation has become the first driving force for development. In this revolution, information
technology, as a competitive high ground for global technological innovation, has been receiving
much attention from governments. Blockchain, by virtue of its decentralization, non-tamperability
and traceability, has become a star among the highlands.
In just a few years, various forces in the academic and scientific circles have increased their
investment, and the development of the blockchain industry has shown a vigorous rise. As one of
the most widely used areas of the blockchain, the digital asset field naturally has an unquestionable
position. Among them, the core of digital assets is a large number of digital asset exchanges. The
existence of digital asset exchanges greatly promotes the circulation and trading of digital assets,
providing a basis for quantifying the value of consensus. However, at present, digital asset
exchanges generally have many problems such as security problems, expensive foreign currency
fees, and so on, which cause extremely bad user experience for investors.
In other words, the above drawbacks have become a roadblock to the development of the
blockchain industry. Promoting the development of the blockchain industry is the mission and
responsibility of every blockchain industry practitioner. In view of the shortcomings of the current
digital asset exchanges and the lack of circulation of digital assets in the business ecology of the
blockchain, we launched the Bethon Digital Ecosystem [BTDE], whose core purpose is to be a fan
and investor of digital assets. Providing a better trading experience, better commercial circulation
and applications in the Betone digital ecosystem, and having safer, transparent, free and fair
services, truly becoming a digital eco-home for digital asset enthusiasts, thereby helping global
figures The economy continues to move forward!

2、Industry Status
The rapid development of blockchain technology has greatly promoted the development of
digital asset exchanges. According to relevant statistics, as of July 2018, there are more than 10,000
digital asset exchanges around the world. Among the more than 10,000 exchanges that have been
counted, most of them are trading platforms lacking core technology and improving the operation
team. Most of their final destinations are running and closing down.
On the other hand, the remaining exchanges have formed an oligopoly effect. A homogenous
trading service is born with it, so that most exchanges can only obtain users and transaction
amounts through subsidies. Although there is a trading mining model recently, it has spurred great
trading enthusiasm for users. However, in essence, there is no divorce and takeover mode, and
there is no fundamental solution to the dilemma faced by the trading platform.
The high cost of the currency and the internal operation of the exchange make the project and
ordinary investors even more helpless and disappointed. Such industry chaos has attracted the
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attention and attention of the regulatory authorities in various countries. Although governments
have different views on digital asset exchanges, they have taken measures to varying degrees, with
the aim of making the industry more standardized.
From the development of digital asset exchanges, the current state of the industry can be seen.
The blockchain industry is still in the early stages of chaos. Some bubbles in the industry need to be
baptized by the market, and the blockchain will be recognized by the society. The digital asset
exchange, which can be considered from the perspective of investors and project parties, will surely
gain trust and gain opportunities for rapid development.
In addition to exchanges, the most important thing for digital assets is the application of
circulation in the business ecosystem to produce real value. Building a digital ecosystem application
system will definitely promote the development of the industry.

3、Industry Pain Point
3.1 Project pain point
First of all, the project party and the exchange should be complementary to each other. The
project party hopes that the exchange will bring new users and high traffic to the project, and the
exchange will rely on the project to collect relevant fees and obtain traffic to maintain The normal
operation and continuous development of the exchange. However, today's large-scale digital asset
trading platform has generally charged the project party a high cost of listing because of its brand
effect and the need of the project side. The cash + BTC\ETH+ project token model has become an
industry practice, and the cost of tens of millions of equivalents has made many project parties lack
the financial support for the follow-up development of high-quality projects, so they have to return
to the original or directly halfway. A quality project, which eventually became a tool for a few
people to make huge profits, can not help but mourn. The emergence of many small exchanges,
although greatly reduced costs, but the effect is not satisfactory. There is no difference between
the upper and the lower, and the homogenized exchange has only a few more choice channels for
the project side.
Second, most digital asset exchanges have their own independent currency rules, and many
different rules make the project party feel overwhelmed. There is currently no universal set of
evaluation criteria that allows project participants to clearly understand what conditions are
required. The procedures on the project side are complicated, which affects the normal
development of good projects to a certain extent.
At the same time, it creates obstacles for the project parties who really want to do digital
business commercial ecological application. Therefore, only solve the real pain points of the project
side, and let the project party become a part of the digital ecological application system, so that the
blockchain project can really take off. Many parties really win together.
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3.2 Investor pain points
For high-quality blockchain projects, investors have always been lacking in funds and
enthusiasm. But today, when garbage projects are flying all over the sky, this also makes a bloody
investor pay the price of blood. After many projects were put on shelves, they became the weapon
for some people to harvest leeks. After the violent smashing, the interest groups were collectively
acting, and the investors became the buyers behind the market. Some platforms have developed a
mechanism for voting on the currency, and they use the platform currency to vote for the favorite
currency. This will cause the big family to have a dominant position in the currency and become a
paradise for a few people. Some of the voting parties in order to achieve the purpose of the
currency, spending money to let others vote for their own projects, such voting significance is in
vain. As a result, the public still cannot choose high-quality coins, and the project side will also cost
more. All the investors can become a part of the digital ecological application system to achieve a
multi-win situation, in order to make the blockchain industry more stable development.

3.3 Industry ecological pain point
At present, participants in the blockchain industry and enthusiasts of digital assets are
constantly facing the risk of being harvested by the exchange, which greatly inhibits the enthusiasm
of the relevant participants. This will go to a certain point to profit, and the entire blockchain
industry will be deviated. This also increases the risk of policy regulation, which adversely affects
the development of the entire industry.
All in all, it is difficult for the project party to make the money, the investment is difficult to
earn, and the participation of the practitioners is difficult! If you want to achieve multi-win, only
create a digital ecosystem application system, let digital assets truly circulate in the commercial
ecological environment to generate value, and project parties, investors and exchanges can be fully
integrated into the digital ecosystem to achieve a win-win situation.

4、Bethon Digital Ecosystem
Bethon Digital Ecosystem It is sponsored by the BTDE Foundation. Its R&D team is composed
of professional geeks from different countries in the world. Based on block chain technology, the
BTDE development team has developed ecological public chains, Beitong wallets, Beitong
Eco-Exchange, Beitong Eco-Mall, etc. At the same time, the digital ecosystem is promoted and
operated by the global ecological application nodes and ecological partners. As a global open
source block chain ecological project, BTDE will be built into an open digital application system for
commercial assets, which will involve investors, technicians, enterprise project owners, business
organizations and block chain ecological circles. It is believed that this system will promote the
development of global digital economy.
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Bethon Digital Ecosystem First built in the digital ecosystem Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange
【BTEX】，It is the service platform of the world's first eco-level digital asset trading system. It solves
the problems encountered by current project parties, investors and other related personnel. It
optimizes and perfects digital ecological application solutions from the exchange level, and forms a
complete digital ecosystem application system. The seam link, which is an indispensable part of the
Bethon digital ecosystem, is also the most important one.
Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】The services provided to the users are based on the
premise of security, transparency, freedom and fairness. Their independent transaction matching
system, order management system, user management system and currency management system
provide a reliable operation foundation for all participants. At the same time, the ecology of the
exchange has fully realized a high degree of autonomy, and truly realizes the“good money to drive
out bad money” and contributes to the ecology of the blockchain industry!
Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】Around the Bethon digital ecosystem, we will quickly
realize the full application of the digitalization of blockchain project assets in the commercial
ecology.
Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】It is not a traditional business ecosystem. It will be based
on the eco-certification BTDE issued by the underlying technology of the blockchain, allowing BTDE
to run through the Bethon digital eco-business application system. BTDE will represent all of the
rights to the commercial chain of blockchain in the Bethon Digital Ecosystem.
Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】In the end, we will develop the value, transmit value and
create value as the development orientation, and create a leading platform for digital asset
ecological application in the blockchain field.

5、Bethon Commercial Ecological Application
Bethon Digital Ecosystem【BTDE】The mission is to provide digital asset enthusiasts and
investors with a better trading experience, better commercial circulation and applications in the
Bethon digital ecosystem, and to have safer, transparent, free and fair services, Bethon The Digital
Eco-Exchange is a safe, free and diverse trading scenario for all blockchain participants, allowing
digital assets to circulate in the marketplace like ordinary commodities. To this end, the work of
Bethon digital ecosystem will be based on the principle of building digital assets in the blockchain
industry and applying it more quickly to the commercial ecology, opening up the barriers between
the blockchain industries in the Bethon digital ecosystem. Serve project parties and investors.
At the same time, Bethon digital ecosystem can help enterprises to do brand promotion,
channel construction, commodity sales, issuance of passes, exchange of passes, project roadshow,
enterprise listing and so on.

Bethon Digital Ecosystem【BTDE】Have the following application mechanism：
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5.1 Project release mechanism
Bethon Digital Ecosystem【BTDE】All digital eco-applications can publish digital certificates on
the Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange to generate circulation value.

5.2 Ecological sharing mechanism
Bethon Digital Ecosystem【BTDE】Internally achieve large digital coexistence, traffic
interoperability and resource sharing mechanisms. The digital eco-projects in the Bethon Digital
Ecosystem are applied, recommended and matched by Bethon Digital Ecosystem to achieve the
width and depth of fast transactions, circulation and applications. To solve the problem of
blockchain project propaganda, lack of platform traffic, and application of digital assets in the
commercial ecosystem to a certain extent, to achieve the true flow and create traffic patterns in
the Bethon digital ecosystem. ecosystem.

5.3 Ecological Circulation Mechanism
Bethon Digital Ecosystem【BTDE】Including Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange, Bethon Digital
Eco-Wallet, Bethon Digital Mall, Bethon Digital Finance, Bethon Eco-tourism, Bethon
Eco-Agriculture, Bethon Eco-game, etc. Bethon Digital Eco-Business Application System, and all
cooperation The blockchain ecological project has laid a solid foundation for the ecological
application and circulation of BTDE.

5.4 Ecological Trading Mechanism
Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】Choose the most difficult technical bones in the industry
- C / C + + development of high concurrency matching trading system (Note: stock exchanges,
commodity futures exchanges are based on C / C + + development of the matching system), in the
protection of super high Under the premise of speed, the transaction process can be completed for
the user at high speed and precision. At the same time, in the stable operation of the BTEX
Eco-exchange, equipped with professional operation and maintenance tools and teams to ensure
the safe and stable operation of the ecosystem for 7X24 hours, so that the platform has the ability
to deal with faults quickly.
Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】Because of its natural ecological openness, it is more
likely to be used by some project parties who only want to spend money. To this end, BTEX will
impose strict requirements on all exchanges in the ecology, and set up a professional Bethon Digital
Ecosystem Monitoring Committee to conduct project review and supervision, and submit a project
verification form to each project party. At the same time, we will continue to supplement
information based on market and public opinion feedback to protect the rights and interests of
investors within the ecology.
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6、Bethon Pass Issue Mechanism
6.1 What is BTDE？
BTDE is the Bethon Digital Ecosystem of Bethon Digital Ecosystem based on the development
of the bottom technology of block chain. BTDE is a stable ecological pass, 1BTDE = 1USDT. It plays
an important value exchange medium in the Bethon Digital Ecosystem and embodies its value in
the circulation of ecological applications. With the application of BTDE, the Bethon digital
ecosystem has become a truly valuable digital ecological application system.

6.2 What is BTP？
BTP is Bethon Pass of Bethon Digital Ecosystem, which is based on the bottom technology of
block chain. BTP represents the rights and interests of all participants who co-create and build
Bethon Digital Ecosystem. The constant circulation of BTP is 1 billion, and it plays an important role
in the value medium of Bethon digital ecosystem. BTP will embody its due value in every ecological
application link of Bethon digital ecosystem.

6.3 How to get BTP？
6.3.1 Registered as a normal node to distribute candy 10 BTP, releasing 10% per month.
6.3.2 Activates as application node, distributes 10000 BTP, releases 10% per month.
6.3.3 Activates to become a super node, distributes 100000 BTP, releases 10% per month.
6.3.4 Invite friends to register as application nodes and reward 500 BTP candy.
6.3.5 Every new application node will be added, 3 BTP will be awarded for candy and 999 BTP will
be awarded.
6.3.6 Sign in the reward candy 1 BTP every day and click on the advertisement to reward the candy
1 BTP every day.
6.3.7 The project party receiving BTDE payment will distribute 1000 BTP and release 10% per
month.
6.3.8 Invite the project party's passport to be put on the shelf in BTEX, and distribute 1000 BTP,
releasing 10% per month.
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6.4 Node Equity
6.4.1 Register and verify that it is not necessary to burn BTP to become a normal node.
6.4.2 Activation of application node requires burning 5000 BTP (50% BTDE + 50% BTP).
6.4.3 Activating into a supernode requires burning 50000 BTP (50% BTDE + 50% BTP).
6.4.4 Super Node can get 50% weighted dividend of BTEX transaction fee.
6.4.5 The BTP released and rewarded by all nodes can be traded directly in BTEX.

6.5 Bethon Pass Function
6.5.1 Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】Technical and security assurance will be provided from
the source, providing a professional and stable transaction matching system for all users in the
eco-exchange, and BTDE as the transaction fee for the designated trading area.
6.5.2 The digital pass of the project side is required to burn BTP with an equivalent fundraising
amount of 1%. The project can design incentives according to its own needs, and BTEX will provide
airdrops, candy and other services.
6.5.3 Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange【BTEX】There will be some high-quality advertising spots, and the
project party and the exchange can burn different BTP in exchange for a certain amount of
advertising occupancy. Get more traffic and achieve higher volume.
6.5.4 BTP can be converted into BTDE for circulation and application in Bethon Eco-Exchange,
Bethon Eco-wallet, Bethon Eco-Mall, Eco-health, Digital Finance, Eco-tourism, Eco-agriculture,
Eco-game, Cultural Industry, Artificial Intelligence and other Bethon Digital Eco-business projects.

6.6 BTP initial allocation
Global application node: 50%
Super application node: 20%
Technical development team: 15%
BTDE Foundation: 5%
Public Relations Fund: 5%
Ecological Construction Fund: 5%
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7、Ecological Alliance Partners'Interests
The BTDE Foundation is only the initiator of the digital ecosystem, and the future direction of the
digital ecosystem will be decided by all partners and partners of the digital ecosystem. According to
the BTP holdings, different responsibilities and rights should be assumed.
Ten months'holding of 100 thousand BTP locks (10% released monthly after liquidation) will be the
primary partners of ecosystem. They will have the right to propose and vote for ecosystem
development. They will enjoy 1% weighted dividend for listing of eco-industry projects, and 10% for
distributing 10 000 BTP per month.
Ten months'holding of 500 thousand BTP locks (10% release per month after release) can become
an intermediate partner of ecosystem, with the right to propose and vote for ecosystem operation
and management, enjoying 3% weighted dividend for listing of ecological industry projects,
distributing 50 000 BTP and releasing 10% per month.
Ten months'holding of 1 million BTP locks (10% released monthly after depot closure) will enable us
to become a senior partner in the ecosystem, and have the right to propose and vote on the
development direction of the global regional warfare zone of the ecosystem. At the same time
enjoy the weighted dividend of 4% of the ecological industry projects listed on the market, and
distribute 100,000 BTP, releasing 10% every month.
All partners in the Bethon Digital Ecosystem can enjoy a 50% weighted dividend on the BTEX
transaction fee of the Bethon Eco-Exchange. Bethon Digital Ecosystem will become a real block
chain digital assets ecological application system with co-creation, co-construction, win-win and
sharing.

8、Ecosystem Development Planning
In April 2019, the BTP application node platform was launched.
in May 2019, BTEX Digital Ecology Exchange will be launched.
In June 2019, BTDW Bethon Digital Wallet was launched.
In July 2019, BTDE Eco-application Node Conference.
In August 2019, BTDM Bethon Digital Mall was launched.
In September 2019, BTDE Eco-Alliance Partners Meeting.
In October 2019, the Eco-Public Chain Intelligence Contract was launched .
In the fiscal year 2019-2021, the Bethon Digital Eco-Exchange, Bethon Digital Wallet and Bethon
Digital Mall will be fully built and improved.
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In the 2021-2023 fiscal year, Bethon Digital Eco-Business Application System will be built such as
Bethon Digital Finance, Bethon Eco-tourism, Bethon Eco-Agriculture, Bethon Ecological Health, and
Bethon Eco-game.
In the fiscal year of 2023-2026, three eco-industry project companies in the Bethon Digital
Ecosystem will be listed.

9、Disclaimer And Risk Warning
9.1 Disclaimer
This white paper is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be a
recommendation, instruction or solicitation in any investment. Such invitations must be made in
the form of a confidential memorandum and must comply with relevant laws and regulations.
The content of this white paper should not be construed as forced participation. Any conduct
related to this white paper should not be considered as participation in financing, including
requesting a copy of this white paper or sharing it with others. Participation in this white paper is
related to the fact that the participants have reached the age standard and have full civil capacity.
The participants are volunteers and have a clear and necessary understanding.
The BTDE team will continue to make reasonable attempts to ensure that the information in
this white paper is true and accurate. During the development process, the platform may be
updated to include, but is not limited to, mechanisms, passes, and their assignments. Some of the
contents of the white paper may be adjusted accordingly in the new white paper as the project
progresses. The BTDE team will make the updated content public by posting announcements or
new white papers on the website. Participants are encouraged to keep up to date with the latest
white papers and adjust their decisions based on more content. BTDE expressly disclaims any direct
or indirect damages resulting from participation in the BTDE program, including: (1) reliance on the
content of this white paper; (2) inaccuracies in the information herein; and (3) loss of any actions
resulting from this document.
The BTDE team will spare no effort to achieve the goals mentioned in the white paper, but
based on the force majeure factor, the BTDE team cannot fully make a successful commitment.
As the official certificate of the Bethon digital ecosystem, BTDE is an important tool for
platform performance and not an investment. Having BTDE does not mean granting its owner
ownership, control, and decision-making power over the BTDE ecosystem. BTDE, as an ecological
certificate used in the BTDE ecosystem, does not fall into the following categories: (a) any type of
currency; (b) securities; (c) equity in legal entities; (d) stocks, bonds, notes, certifications Warrants,
certificates or other rights instruments granted.
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The value-added of BTP depends on the market rules and the demand after the ecological
landing. It may not have any value. The BTDE team does not promise its value-added, and it is not
responsible for the consequences caused by the price reduction.
To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the team will not be liable for any damages
and risks resulting from participation in the activities of this white paper, including but not limited
to direct or indirect personal damage, loss of business profits, loss of information, etc.
responsibility.
The BTDE platform complies with any regulations and self-regulatory declarations that are
conducive to the healthy development of the blockchain industry. Participants who represent will
fully accept and comply with such inspections. At the same time, all information disclosed by the
Participant to complete such an inspection must be complete and accurate.
The BTDE platform clearly communicates the possible risks to the participants. Once the
participants participate in the BTDE crowdfunding, they accept the understanding and recognition
of the terms and conditions in the detailed rules and accept the potential risks of the platform.

9.2 Risk Warning
Safety: We attach great importance to safety, but there is no absolute 100% safety in
the world, such as: various losses due to force majeure.
Competition: We know that the blockchain digital asset eco-application platform is
an extremely competitive field. With tens of thousands of teams planning and
starting development, competition will be cruel, but in this era, any good concept,
entrepreneurial platform, Even mature companies face the risk of this competition.

BTDE TEAM
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